


















Landscape on an eye:
All the landscapes are photographed by the very famous artist Thomas Heaton, I tried to copy the original color pallete which exists in the nature already on my eye. 











Wave in a bottle:
As i am more emphasizing on the landscapes, in this i tried to create waves in some plastic bottles, basically its an installation or a sculpture which moves with the movement of your eye. 











Stone painting:
As i am very much interested in exploring different surfaces, in this i used pebbles or stones as my surface and painted landscapes or seascapes on them, basically i tried to play with the texture of stones, i mixed my paintings and stone textures together. 













 painting:
In this i used the fire element in my paintings, as i painted some sunsets and seascapes and i tried to capture different movements in it and then i added the element of fire in it, as i am commenting on the environment that how we are destroying it. 













Paper art:
I tried to make different landscapes with the paper, as i am exploring different materials and surfaces. 







Sculpture:
Its a sculptural form of landscape which i tried to make with the found objects. 















White mountains:
As i am very much interested in exploring differents mediums and surfaces, in this i have tried to experiment with another medium which is plaster, i tried to create snowy mountains and emphasized much on their abstract shapes. I also tried to project on them. 









Semiotics:
As we all know that semiotics is the study of signs and symbols, in this i am creating my landscape with the help of semiotics. 





Activity :
It was an activity, i asked from different people that what is landscape for you and i got very interesting answers which showed a landscape but with so many different perceptions. 










































































